CURRENT BIKE DIMENSIONS
NAME:

CURRENT BIKE:
brand:

model:

year:

size:

This information will allow us to look at measurements from a bike that fits you well, and transpose those numbers to see
1) which stock size will best suit you or 2) if you are in the range of getting a semi-custom or full custom bike. If you have any
questions regarding this information, we are here for you; just give us a call.

STEP 1 - pick the bike that fits you best and is the same type of bicycle that we’re making for you.
STEP 2 - make sure the bike is on level ground.
STEP 3 - make all measurements in cm/mm.

SUPPLIES:

metric measuring tape

geometry chart, drawing of current bike

level ground

current bike

masking tape

straight edge (hard back book, metal ruler)

optional: friend to hold bike (especially for “I” measurement)
FIT SPECS:

a - seat tube angle: It’s best to find this measurement on a geometry chart or drawing
for your current bike.

b - saddle fore/aft: Measure (1) your “useable rail length” and then halve that to determine

(2) the middle of the saddle rails. Is (2) forward, or behind (3) the center of saddle rail clamp) and
by how much?
c - seat post setback: Measure from the center of the seat post to the center of the saddle
rail clamp.
d - bottom bracket to top of saddle: Measure from the center of the bottom bracket to the
top of the saddle, through the center of the seat post clamp. To clearly show the top of the saddle, it
may be helpful to lay something flat on top of the saddle, like a book, and measure to the bottom of
that flat object.
e- ground to top of saddle: Measure vertically from the top/center of the saddle to the floor.
f- ground to bottom bracket center: Measure vertically from the ground to the center
of the bottom bracket.

g - ground to top of bar: Measure a vertically from the top of the handle bars to the floor.
h - saddle to handle bar drop: Difference between top of saddle and top of bar. (E-G=H)
i - saddle stack: Difference between ground to top of saddle height and bottom bracket height.
(E-F=I )

j - saddle tip to handle bar center: Measure a straight line from the tip of the saddle
to the top/center of the bar.

k - saddle setback: How far the tip of the saddle sits behind the bottom bracket center. To

measure: back your bike up against a wall. Measure 1) the distance (horizontally) from nose of
saddle to wall, and (2) the distance (horizontally) from center of bottom bracket to wall. Subtract
(1) from(2). The result is your saddle setback.

l - saddle brand & model
m.1 - handle bar brand & model
m.2 - handle bar dimensions: width, reach and drop
n - theoretical top tube length: It’s best to find this measurement on a geometry chart

or drawing for your current bike.
o - stem length: Measure center of the headset cap to the center of the bars.
p - stem angle: This can be found in the manufacturers data (on their website).
q - crank length: Can be found on the backside of the crank arm. It is usually printed
or stamped near the pedal hole.
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achtung! make sure the bike is on level ground and make all measurements in cm/mm.

